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ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.
PROCEEDINGS
OF THE
TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY MEETING OF THE SOCIETY,
HELD ON THE 10TH OF JUNE, 1843,
THE RIGHT HON. SIR A. JOHNSTON,
VICE-PRESIDENT,
IN THE CHAIR.
THE CHAIRMAN opened the business of the day by informing the Meeting
that the Director, who would have taken the Chair on the present occasion,
was unavoidably absent upon his official duties at Oxford. He would
therefore call upon the Secretary to read the Reports.
The HONORARY SECRETARY read the Report of the Council and Auditors;
and those of the Oriental Translation Committee, and Oriental Text
Committee, as follow:—
IT has again become the painful duty of the Council to begin their Annual
Report by lamenting the death of the President of this Society. One year
only has elapsed since the LORD FITZGERALD AND VESCI, unanimously
elected to fill the chair, accepted that office with the greatest kindness and
courtesy, and expressed the deep interest he felt in the objects for which the
Society is embodied.
That his Lordship should not have been able to give his attendance at the
Meetings of the Society more than once during the period of his Presidency
will excite no surprise when we advert to the incessant labours and intense
fatigue which must have attended the important office he held, in a year of
more than ordinary pressure on the Indian Statesman. It cannot, indeed,
but be feared that to the bodily and mental exertions which Lord Fitzgerald
thus endured may be mainly attributed the loss which the country has sus-
tained of an able, upright, and zealous Minister, and the vacancy which we
this day deplore in the chair of our President. It will be for the present
Meeting to adopt such measures to supply that vacancy, as to them may
appear most advisable.
The Society has to lament the death of two of the Vice-Patrons. In His
Royal Highness the DUKE OF SUSSEX, learning and science have lost an
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illustrious pupil, and a zealous friend. Though His Royal Highness had not
devoted his talents to the study of Oriental languages, he honoured this
Society by the most gracious acceptance of the office he held ; and the recol-
lection of many Members will bring to their minds the kindness with which
he presided at one of the Annual Meetings, and the interest he exhibited in
its proceedings. His Royal Highness was also a Subscriber to the Oriental
Translation Fund.
The other Vice-Patron whom the Society laments is that illustrious Gover-
nor-General of India, that accomplished statesman and gifted scholar, the
MARQUIS WEIXESLEY. Under no administration of our Indian affairs was so
much done for the encouragement of Oriental learning among the servants of
the State, or for its general diffusion by the publication of valuable works, as
during the rule of that great man. The scheme of the Calcutta College was
conceived in wisdom, admirably calculated to awaken the energies of the
young servants of the Company who were to diffuse the blessings of British
rule over the vast and populous provinces of Hindostan, and to embue their
minds with sound and extensive knowledge, as well in the languages of the
people they were to govern, as in the laws they were called to administer.
An assemblage of the ablest professors and teachers in every branch of in-
struction that was to be imparted, gave life and energy to the system. The
names of Colebrooke, Glad win, Harington, Gilchrist, Edmonstone, Baillie,
Lockett, Lumsden, Hunter, Buchanan, Carey, and Barlow, all of whom,
in various branches of tuition, discharged the duties of professors, will vouch
to those who have not traced the operations of the College 'in its printed
Reports, the excellence of the instruction imparted, and the advantages
enjoyed by the Students in that noble establishment, which, notwith-
standing it has ceased to exist, yet continues its beneficial influence, by the
many standard works of Eastern literature and education which issued
formerly under its patronage from the press, and by the important services
still rendered by several distinguished public officers who had been trained
within its walls.
The fame of the Marquis Wellesley is too firmly established, and too
widely spread, to need any other tribute from this Society than that of high
admiration for his enlightened encouragement of learning and education in
India, and of deep regret that they have lost such a patron.
The number of retirements in the past year was six*, besides which
the names of two f gentlemen have been removed from the list, in con-
formity with the provisions of Rule LIII . ; and we have lost by death
tenj Contributing Members, and five§ Honorary Members.
* Sir Simon Heward, John Bdye, Esq., Eight Hon. J. A. S. Mackenzie, G. W. Traill, Esq.,
A. J. Valpy, Esq., J. M. Heath, Esq.
t E. It. Power, Esq., F. C. Brown, Esq.
$ The Rev. R. Anderson, Gen. the Hon. Sir G. Lowry Cole, G.C.B., Captain John Hine,
Hormanjee Bhiccajee, Lieut.-Col. W. G. Patrickson, Henry Harpur Spry, Esq., M.D., Lieut.-
Gen. St. George Ashe, Henry Iveson, Esq., W. Jardine, Esq., M.P., Rev. S. Clayton.
§ Sir William Ouseley, LL.D., Professor W. Gesenius, Rev. J. A. Gonsalves, Lieut. Arthur
Conolly, Csoma KOrOsi.
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The total loss experienced by the Society from the various causes
above-mentioned is twenty-three.
The number of elections is eleven Contributing* and two Honorary
Members t , and the absolute diminution in the number of Members is
therefore ten.
The name of the Rev. ROBERT ANDERSON has been chiefly known
during the last twenty years in association with his zealous, able, and
affectionate labours as an exemplary clergyman of the Church of England,
and as the author of various instructive and pious works in Christian
Theology. But his memory claims from this Society a tribute of gratitude
and regard for his varied attainments in Oriental learning, and his suc-
cessful endeavour to remove some of the impediments to the acquirement of
the Tamil language. The earlier years of Mr. Anderson's public life were
passed in the Civil Service of the East India Company, on their Madras
Establishment. The diligence and vigour with which he applied to the
preparatory studies at the East India College were rewarded by medals for
Sanskrit, Classics, History, and Political Economy; and by prizes for
Persian and Bengali, and for Mathematics, Law, and Theology.
The same energy and talent ranked him as a distinguished student in
the vernacular languages which the Junior Civil Servants are required to
master in India, before entering on the discharge of official duties; and the
appointments which he afterwards held were such as proved the confidence
of the Government in his ability and judgment, and their appreciation of
his talents for public business; but ill health compelled him to return to
England in the ninth year of his service. Shortly after his arrival he was
appointed one of the Assistant Professors at the East India College at
Haileybury, where he was remarkable not only for the efficient discharge
of his duties as an instructor, but for the influence which his affectionate
suavity of disposition, united with his high moral tone and gentlemanly
bearing, gave him over the students at that important seminary.
Not limiting himself, however, to the strict line of the duty with which
he was charged, which engaged him only to give instruction in Persian, he
devoted part of his time to communicate to a few voluntary students the
elements of Tamil, the language spoken by the inhabitants of the eastern
side of the Indian Peninsula, from districts north of Madras, to the southern
promontory of Comorin; and as the only printed grammar of the language
at that time extant was a bad translation of Beschi's Latin Grammar of the
ordinary dialect, and even that was rarely to be met with in England, he
prepared and published in 1821, his Rudiments of Tamil Grammar.
The Tamil language, founded on primitives wholly distinct from the
Sanskrit, (which in the Tamil provinces is denominated the northern
* David Solomons, Esq., Sir Thomas Baring, Bart., Right Hon. Lord Viscount Jocelyn, M.P.,
Major Richard Wilbraham, J. Macpherson Macleod, Esq., Hon. W. Bingham Baring, M.P.,
G. E. Russell, Esq., John Muir, Esq., Timothy Tyrell, Esq., Capt. Thomas Postane, Patrick
Scott, Esq.
t His Highness the Raja of Travancore, His Majesty the King of Prussia.
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tongue,) has received a very peculiar and highly wrought organization and
polish. This refinement of the language is attributed to the labours of a
college of learned men established at Madura, while under the rule of the
Pandya Sovereigns, perhaps about the ninth century of our era.
The peculiar and complex system of syllabic combination which
characterizes the Shen, or pure Tamil, had chiefly in view the harmony of
its versification; and the numerous forms of its verbal and nominal deriva-
tives, supplying among their other uses the absence of the relative, with the
frequent omission of the personal pronouns, have, all together, the effect of
imparting to its compositions, a brevity unequalled in any other language,
productive, however, of obscurity as well as of strength.
A general conformity to the same rigid system is required in classical
prose, and thus, while the reading of Tamil poetry is not accomplished
even by well informed natives, without a degree of study that prevents it
from becoming popular, the commentary written in prose is often nearly
as difficult as the rhythmical text.
The colloquial dialect frequently neglected the application of the rigid
rules of the syllabic combination, and adopted only a few of the many forms
of inflection presented to the choice. The simple words of the pure Tamil
were frequently superseded by terms derived from many languages which
communications with stranger tribes gradually introduced—and the common
vocabulary was enlarged by the introduction of many Sanskrit words
requisite to express ideas, especially of philosophy and science, not known
to the earlier stages of the aboriginal society. Hence, there seemed to
grow up two systems both of words and of grammatical modification—
though the latter was never recognised by native writers as deserving of a
separate study. They acknowledged only one system of grammar as a science,
and considered compositions as correct only in so far as they approached
to the standard of the orthographical and grammatical requisitions of the
Shen or pure Tamil.
The idea of dealing with the more colloquial forms as a separate dialect
or system, under the denomination of " codun," that is, rough, or coarse
Tamil, seems first to have occurred to the Jesuit missionaries who settled in
Madura, the seat of Tamil learning, about the beginning of the eighteenth
century; and one deeply learned and indefatigable scholar, Father Beschi,
wrote a separate grammar of the colloquial language, constructed on the
plan, and explained by the terms of the Latin Grammar. He also composed
a grammar of the Shen or pure Tamil, in which, though he still adhered to
the divisions of the subject familiar to European students, he exhibited the
views of the Tamil grammarians, and gave the technical terms and
arrangements of their systems. In this grammar he included a short treatise
of prosody and versification. In a third work, entitled Claris humaniorum
litterarum sublimioris Tamulid idiomatis, he treated these subjects not only
at greater length, but with more enlarged reference to the system of native
grammarians, and added a chapter on the figures used by Tamil poets.
Whatever may be thought of the advantage likely to accrue to a
European student by modelling the elementary instruction he is to receive
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in any Asiatic language on the system of European grammar which does not
possess many of the elements to be imparted, and which is only known to
his native instructors as the contrivance of foreigners, Mr. Anderson felt the
importance of at least combining instruction in the elementary forms in
common use, with those which any native pretending to a chaste style would
use; and also of early familiarising the scholar with the grammatical terms
in which his Indian teacher would convey instruction to his own country-
men, and in which alone he could impart it effectually to his European
scholars. This task Mr. Anderson accomplished with much success in his
Rudiments of Tamil Grammar, awork deserving of the higher commendation,
as it was performed without the means of reference to native scholars, and
with no other assistance than the materials which have been above referred
to—and he has thus opened the way to the study of a language at once
ancient, singular in structure, and possessing a considerable body of original
literature, much of it of a pure and high morality.
While recording the service thus rendered to Oriental literature by the
lamented Anderson, we may be allowed to notice the kindred labours of his
early associate and coadjutor, Dr. B. G. Babington, who, in furtherance of
the object which his friend had in view, printed in 1822 a tale composed in
pure Tamil prose, by Beschi, entitled the Adventures of the Gooroo Para-
martan, adding to it a literal translation into English, and a grammatical
analysis referring to the rules in Mr. Anderson's grammar. These two
works, if thoroughly mastered, would accomplish the end proposed by the
author of the first, of enabling such of the students at Haileybury as were
destined for the Presidency of Madras to acquire an elementary knowledge
of one of the most important languages of Southern India. The cause of
Indian literature has to regret that Dr. Babington was, like his early friend,
compelled by illness to relinquish the Civil Service of the East India Com-
pany after a short but honourable career; but he did not quit it before he
had given to the world a translation into English of the grammar of the
Shen Tamil, written in Latin by the learned Beschi.
ALEXANDER CSOMA KOBOSI, is one of the most singular characters in
the annals of Asiatic travel. The first volume of the Journal of the Society
contains an autobiographical sketch of his early career, furnished by him to
Captain Kennedy*, assistant political agent at Subathu, which offers, in
simple language, a remarkable picture of lofty enterprise, patient endurance,
and calm, but deep-seated enthusiasm.
Mr. Csoma was a native of Transylvania; and born at the village of
Koros, as his designation, Korosi, imports. He was educated for the
Church at the Bethlem College, of Novo Enyed ; and prosecuted his studies
also at Gottingen and Temeswar. Addicting himself especially to the culti-
vation of philology, geography, and history, his attention was drawn to
* Captain Kennedy was assistant to Charles Elliott, Esq., at that time agent to the
Governor-General at Delhi, and now treasurer of the Royal Asiatic Society. It was by Mr.
Elliott that the Government were first apprized of the arrival and intentions of Mr. Csoma; and
it is to that gentleman that the Society were indebted for the communication above referred to,
as published in the First Volume of the Journal.
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the languages of the Slavonic tribes, and to those of the East ; and he
determined to travel to the latter countries, where, to use his own expressions,
" procuring subsistence by some means or other, he should devote his whole
life to researches which might afterwards be useful to the learned world of
Europe, and, in particular, might illustrate some obscure facts in ancient his-
tory." His immediate objects are more especially defined in the preface to
his Tibetan Dictionary to have been the origin and language of the Hunga-
rians, whose primitive seat he expected to discover in the heart of Central Asia.
With this view, without imparting his intentions to any one, without
money or friends, Mr. Csoma set out on foot from Temeswar; and on the
last day of November, 1819, commenced that journey which was to termi-
nate with his life amongst the mountains of Butan.
Deterred by the prevalence of the plague from going direct to Constan-
tinople, as he had at first intended, Mr. Csoma proceeded through part of
Greece, to the iEgean Sea, and thence to Egypt. The same danger barred
his journey to Cairo; and he turned off to Syria. At Aleppo he found
friends who facilitated his journey to Bagdad; and at that city other assist-
ance enabled him to travel to Tehran, where, in October, 1820, he arrived,
having been a year on his route. At Tehran, the hospitality of Sir Henry
Willock afforded Mr. Csoma a home for some time, as well as an oppor-
tunity of acquiring a knowledge of the Persian language, and the means of
resuming his journey under favourable auspices. He travelled in caravans,
and on foot; and in a very humble character. He usually wore the dress
of a native; but on leaving Tehran, in March, 1821, he assumed the garb
of an Armenian,—a race which, although belonging to the Christian com-
munity, has earned by its services to trade, the privilege of traversing most
of the Mohammedan States of Asia without molestation.
From Tehran, Mr. Csoma travelled with different kafilas to Meshed,
and thence across the desert, by Merv, to Bokhara. From Bokhara he
proceeded by way of Balkh and Khulm to Kabul. His stay there was
short; and after a few days, he resumed his route towards Peshawar,
where he found the two French officers of Ranjit Singh, Generals Allard
and Ventura, and accompanied them to Lahore. By their kindness he
obtained permission and assistance for a journey to Kashmir, where he
arrived in April, 1822. Thence with four companions only, he set out for
Little Tibet, and reached Le, the capital of Ladakh, with an intention of
going on to' Yarkand. Finding that the road was both difficult and unsafe,
he turned back, and was on his way to Kashmir again, when, on the
16th July, 1822, he fell in with Mr. Moorcroft, in the district of Dras.
From this time, till Mr. Moorcroft's departure from Ladakh, Mr. Csoma
remained with him, and at his suggestion entered upon the study of
the Tibetan language. Being deeply interested in this inquiry, he con-
tinued, with a view to its further prosecution, in Ladakh, after Mr. Moor-
croft had left i t ; and through his aid and influence, was placed under the
instructions of a learned lama, in a monastery at Yangla, in the province
of Zanskar, where, wholly excluded from all communication with the
European world, he resided from June, 1823, to October, 1824, diligently
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engaged in making himself acquainted with the language and literature
of Tibet.
Towards the close of 1824, Mr. Csoma, having arranged with his precep-
tor to pass the winter with him at Kulu, proceeded thither; but the lama
being prevented from joining him, he continued his journey to the Com-
pany's territories, and arrived at Subathu in 1825. Although it appears
from his statement that some communications respecting him had been
addressed by Mr. Moorcroft to the Asiatic Society at Calcutta, yet it does
not seem that they were received ; and the appearance of a European tra-
veller, in so remote a region, and from so unusual a quarter, excited some
doubts as to his real character, and he was suspected of being an emissary
of Russia. He was accordingly called upon to give an account of him-
self ; and his reply is the notice which has been printed in our Journal*.
The report was considered satisfactory; his application to remain for three
years longer in the hills was acceded to ; and his offer to prepare a grammar
and dictionary of Tibetan, to be placed at the disposal of the Government,
readily accepted. An allowance of fifty rupees a month was granted to him,
and the Asiatic Society of Bengal proposed to make him a similar grant.
Such, however, were the moderate habits, and disinterested sentiments of
Mr. Csoma, that although he did not decline the proffered assistance, he
refrained from availing himself of the Society's liberality.
A longer period than that which he had specified was found necessary
by Mr. Csoma to complete the materials of his intended publications; and
it was not until the end of 1830 that he quitted the mountains for Calcutta.
During this interval he carried on his Tibetan studies under circumstances
of peculiar privation and discomfort, from the nature of the country and
the climate, at a Buddhist monastery at Kanum, in Kunawar, with the
assistance of his original preceptor, the lama, whose somewhat unpronounce-
able name he has preserved in the title-page of his Tibetan Dictionary.
When Mr. Csoma arrived in Calcutta, he brought with him the materials
of his Grammar and Dictionary, and a number of Tibetan Manuscripts.
He was immediately elected a member of the Asiatic Society, and placed,
in an especial manner, in communication with their Secretary. Although
gratified by the kindness of which he was the object, Mr. Csoma persever-
ingly declined the attentions of the community of Calcutta. Retaining the
habits of an early and assiduous student, confirmed by the sequestered life
which he had led amidst the snows and solitudes of Zanskar and Kunawar,
he dedicated the whole of his time to literary labour; and except at the
meetings of the Asiatic Society, was never seen abroad. His mode of living
was also exceedingly abstemious; dry bread and tea constituting the greater
part, if not the whole, of his daily fare. His hours were fully occupied,
as, in addition to the continuance of his philological elucidations of the
Tibetan language, he furnished the Society with elaborate analyses of the
contents of the two great Tibetan works, the Kah-gyur, and the Stan-
gyur, comprising 300 large volumes, with which the generosity of Mr.
Hodgson, the Resident in Nepal, had enriched the Society's library.
* Vol. I., p. 128.
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Mr. Csoma also engaged with characteristic ardour and assiduity in the
study of Sanskrit; and has recorded his opinion, derived from his own
experience, that the study will be more satisfactory to his countrymen than
to any other nation of Europe, as the Hungarians will find in it a fund of
information respecting their origin, manners, customs and language, since
the structure of the Sanskrit offers more striking analogies to the Hungarian
than to any other European tongue.
In the beginning of 1834, the Dictionary of the Tibetan language,
compiled by Mr. Csoma, was published at the expense of the Bengal
Government. It contains about 30,000 words, arranged alphabetically,
the meanings of which are explained in English. A Dictionary of the
Bhotanta, meaning a dialect of the Thibetan, by a German missionary of the
name of Schroeter, had been published at Serampore in 1826; but it was a
posthumous work; and even if it had been compiled with competent know-
ledge and care, would have suffered from the want of the author's final revi-
sion. The Dictionary of Mr. Csoma may therefore be regarded as the first,
and up to the present day, as the only Dictionary of the Tibetan language.
The close of the same year, or December, 1834, witnessed the fulfilment
of Mr. Csoma's promises, in the publication, under the same patronage, of
his Tibetan Grammar. This is also explained in English; and is a work
of much labour and perspicuity. A Grammar, by Professor Schmidt, of
St. Petersburgh, has been since published on the Continent; but Mr.
Csoma's has the merit of priority, and is the only one that exists in
English. Besides the grammatical portion, the volume contains an
Appendix, in which various interesting articles illustrative of the litera-
ture, morals, chronology, and history of Tibet are inserted.
Mr. Csoma was an active contributor to the Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal. From the materials which he furnished, notices regard-
ing the two great works, compiled by the Secretary, were published in the
early volumes; but he soon supplied contributions direct, the principal
of which are the following :—
Geographical Notice of Tibet, from Original Authorities. April, 1832.
Translation of a Tibetan Fragment. July, 1832.
Origin of the Kala Chakra and Adi Buddha Systems. July, 1833.
Translation of a Tibetan Passport, in Hyde's Religio Veterum Persarum.
April, 1833.
Origin of the Shakya Race. August, 1833.
Analysis of a Tibetan Medical Work. January, 1835.
Observations on Buddhism. February, 1838.
The 20th Volume of the Asiatic Researches also contains a more
detailed series of the Analyses of the Kah-gyur and Stan-gyur.
Mr. Csoma resided in Calcutta for above ten years; and during the
latter part of that period acted as Librarian of the Asiatic Society. He had,
however, always proposed to resume his travels with a view to penetrate to
Lassa, or even into China, whenever a favourable opportunity should
occur; and in 1841 he set off in execution of this design. He arrived, at
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the end of that year, or early in 1842, at Darjeeling, in the Sikim country ;
and arrangements, which wore the appearance of a favourable termination,
were in progress for his passing through the territories of the Sikim Raja
into Tibet, when he was taken ill of fever, which proved fatal in a few
days. An interesting account of his last moments, communicated by Mr.
Campbell, the Superintendent, to Government,. is published in the Journal
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for April, 1842. The ruling passion was
strong in death; and his last thoughts were occupied with the enviable
position whicli he should attain by arriving at Lassa, and with speculations
on the origin of the Hungarians from the Yugars, a people of whom he
expected to discover vestiges to the east and north of the capital of
Buddhism, on the confines of China. His sense of the treatment he had
experienced from the Asiatic Society was strikingly displayed in his
bequest to it of 5000 rupees, which he had contrived, out of his very limited
income, to realise.
The death of Mr. Csoma has disappointed the sanguine hopes in which
it was allowable, from his acquirements and character, to indulge, that his
successful journey would have added much valuable and interesting matter
to our very imperfect knowledge of the geography, history, literature, and
religion of Tibet.
Captain ARTHUR CONOLLY was distinguished as an enterprising and
intelligent traveller, and as one of those to whom we are especially indebted
for accurate and valuable information respecting the countries between
Persia and Hindostan. He was born in 1807; and after receiving his
education at Rugby and at Addiscombe, proceeded, in 1823, at the age of
sixteen, to India as a cavalry cadet. In consequence of suffering from the
effects of the climate, he was under the necessity of returning to England,
after a service in India of a few years. When the period of his leave
expired, in August, 1829, he determined to go back to India overland,
through Russia and Persia. The result of this journey was communicated
to the public (in 1833), and a second edition of Captain Conolly's Travels
was published in 1838.
It was Captain Conolly's design to have diverged from his route after
leaving Tehran, and to have visited Khiva and Bokhara. He was disap-
pointed in the accomplishment of this purpose by the dangers which he
encountered from the Turkman tribes inhabiting the deserts on the east of
the Caspian. His attempt was, however, not wholly in vain ; and he
penetrated, by a route previously untrodden by Europeans, far enough to
collect novel and useful information regarding the south-western portion of
the Turkman desert, and the condition and manners of the tribes by whom
it is occupied.
Returning by the more direct line of communication, Captain Conolly
visited Nishapur and Meshed ; and, with the assistance of a courageous and
faithful companion, Syed Karainat Ali, a Persian gentleman of unusual
abilities, learning, and liberality, safely visited the interior of the sacred
shrine of Imam Reza at that city, and was present at the Shiah festival of
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the Moharram, when the feelings of the people are excited almost to frenzy,
and the unbidden presence of an unbeliever would have been expiated only
by his death, or his profession of the Mohammedan creed. Captain
Conolly, however, escaped detection, and has given an interesting account of
the scenes that he witnessed.
From Meshed Captain Conolly travelled to Herat, of which place he has
furnished many important details, and thence proceeded to Shikarpore,
through places which were at that time but little known, but which have
recently acquired a melancholy notoriety,—the Pisheen Valley, Quetta, the
Bolan Pass, and Bagh. Hence he crossed the Indian Desert to the British
frontier station of Hisar, which he reached on the 18th of January, 1831.
To the second edition of Captain Conolly's Journey is appended a succinct
but perspicuous history of the Affghans, and some sensible observations on
the overland invasion of India.
The same cause which compelled Captain Conolly's former return to
England, induced him to avail himself of the privilege of furlough, when
entitled to i t ; and he again visited this country in 1837. The political
events which were then beginning to occur gave new importance to the
countries which he had traversed, and he was accordingly applied to by
persons in authority for information and advice. Warmly interested in the
welfare of the nations of Central Asia, and anxious to extend and improve
our intercourse with them, Captain Conolly not only imparted readily the
results of his observations, but expressed his willingness to repair to
Affghanistan, and thence to explore the regions further to the east, which
have been for so long a time inaccessible to the nations of Europe, with
exception of Russia. With permission to effect this object, if it should
appear to the Indian Government to be expedient, Captain Conolly again set
off on his travels in the beginning of 1839, proceeding by way of Constanti-
nople and Asia Minor to Tehran and Herat, and thence to Kabul. On his way
through Asia Minor, he collected some valuable information regarding the
wool of Angora, and the trade carried on with the Turkish provinces on the
southern coast of the Black Sea, which is published in the sixth volume of
the Journal of this Society. At Kabul he found a connexion and friend in
the late Sir William Macnaghten ; and was employed by him on political
duties. After some little time, he was deputed by the government of India
to Kokan, to effect the liberation of some Russian captives detained there,
and fulfil the desire he had so much at heart of extending our acquaintance
with the countries and tribes of Turkestan. No particulars of his journey
have been published : it is not known whether any details exist. From
private information, however, it has been ascertained that Captain Conolly
reached Kokan without difficulty, and was received there with the utmost
possible distinction. He remained there between two and three months,
during which time he experienced uniform kindness and consideration ; and
his departure was accompanied by expressions of cordiality and regard. His
return would probably have been effected with the same security as his
journey ; but unfortunately for himself, he received on his road a letter in
Persian from Colonel Stoddart, informing him that the Ameer of Bokhara
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was very desirous to see him ; and that his visit to Bokhara would probably
be attended with beneficial consequences, and would obtain for Colonel
Stoddart permission to depart from a city in which he had been some time
unwillingly detained. Captain Conolly acceded to the suggestion, and
directed his course to Bokhara, where he was at first received with civility,
and admitted, on various occasions, to a conference with the Ameer. Whilst
thus engaged, news of the disasters at Kabul arrived ; and the tone of the
authorities at Bokhara was immediately changed. Stoddart and Conolly
were put into close confinement; and liberation was offered solely on the
condition of their becoming proselytes to the faith of Mohammed. The
alternative was death. There is too much reason to believe that the sentence
was inflicted. Accounts received, by way of Kabul, ascribed Conolly's
decease to fever; but others, transmitted through Colonel Shiel at Tehran,
of the authenticity of which little doubt can be ascertained, affirm that
Conolly was, with his companion, beheaded in the market-place of Bokhara,
by order of the Ameer, in resentment of the firmness with which he had
withstood both menaces and entreaties to profess even an outward conformity
to the Mohammedan religion ; the ruler of Bokhara thus cruelly and inso-
lently violating the laws of humanity, and the usages of civilized nations,
and setting at defiance the power and indignation of the British Government
of India.
The late Sir WILLIAM OUSELEY, the eldest son of Ralph Ouseley, Esq.,
was bom in October, 1766, and after completing an excellent classical edu-
cation, entered the military service at an early age. His marriage with
Julia Frances, the daughter of Colonel Irving, induced him soon after
that event to retire from the army altogether, with the rank of major of
cavalry.
It was during the period of his being a Cornet and Lieutenant of
Dragoons that he first shewed a strong passion for Oriental Literature, in
the acquirement of which he was encouraged and assisted by the cor-
respondence he maintained with his younger brother (now the Right Hon.
Sir Gore Ouseley, Bart, and G.C.H.), then studying the Persian and other
Eastern languages in India.
Sir William, with no assistance from other books, was enabled to
translate several Persian works; and he published an English version of a
short History of Persia, entitled Jehan Numa, which evinced an accurate
comprehension of his author that would have done credit even to one who
should have had the advantage of learning the language of the original in
the country where the work was composed. He edited, also, a miscellany
entitled Oriental Collections, in three volumes, 4to. (the principal papers in
it by himself), which is still highly appreciated by Eastern scholars.
In 1810, Sir William Ouseley availed himself of the opportunity pre-
sented by his brother Sir Gore Ouseley's being appointed His Majesty &
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to the Court of Fateh Ali
Shah, King of Persia, to accompany him to that country, where he
prosecuted his learned labours, and presented to the world as their fruits
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three 4to. volumes, entitled Travels in various Countries of the East.
This work is enriched with extracts from rare and valuable Persian and
Arabic compositions, synchronological comparisons of Oriental authors
with those of the classic time and countries, and with many interesting
anecdotes.
This, his last great work, was commenced after his return from Persia,
where he had travelled and sojourned upwards of a year. The nature of
the researches and the recondite criticisms embodied in these Travels were
such as to obtain a high reputation for the learned author.
In 1832 Sir William Ouseley went to reside with his family at
Boulogne-sur-Mer, and after two or three attacks of paralysis, at long
intervals, he died in September, 1842, deeply lamented as a man of great
and varied learning and most amiable disposition.
WILLIAM GESENIUS was a native of Nordhausen, where he was born in
the year 1786. He became a teacher in the Academy of Helmsted before
he reached his twentieth year, and was chosen Professor of Oriental
Literature at the Gymnasium of Heiligenstadt, in 1809. In 1810 he
became Extraordinary Professor of Theology at Halle, in Prussia; and, in
the following year, Ordinary Professor at the same University, in which
office he remained until his death. The purely theological writings of
Professor Gesenius are comprised in the lectures delivered by him during
his professorship; but his reputation is based on his profound philological
and critical investigations into the language of the Old Testament. He
applied to this subject, more systematically than had ever been done before,
the analogy of Arabic and other kindred languages, all of which he had
extensively studied: and he has greatly facilitated the acquisition of
Hebrew to future learners, by his excellent Grammar and Dictionary.
His other chief works in this department are, his History of the Language;
his Grammatico-Critical System; and his Thesaurus Linguse Hebraica?. To
these may be added a translation of the book of Isaiah, with a valuable
philological commentary. The publication of these works procured for their
author the highest European name in that branch of Oriental letters. In
1823, he published a German translation of Burckhardt's Journey to Syria
and Palestine.
Several years ago Dr. Gesenius turned his attention to the remains of the
Phoenician language still existing in one of the Comedies of Plautus, and in
various inscriptions and coins found in the countries bordering on the
Mediterranean Sea. Several of these are preserved in the Museums of
Great Britain; and a very perfect one is in our own. For the purpose
of examining these fragments, Professor Gesenius visited London in 1835,
and was honourably received by the Society, who did all in their power to
forward his views, by furnishing him with a fac-simile of the inscription
in the Museum, and by sending circular letters to the British Consuls in
Africa and at Damascus, with a request that they would supply casts or
drawings of ancient Phoenician coins or inscriptions for the use of Dr.
Gesenius. In the preface to his great work on Phoenician Monuments,
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published in 1837, the Professor gratefully acknowledges this assistance;
and dedicates his work to the Society.
The Rev. J . A. GONSALVBS was long resident at Macao, where he devoted
much of his time to the study of Chinese, and to the composition of books
intended to facilitate the acquisition of that language to his countrymen.
The best of these works are in Portuguese. The Arte China or Grammar,
was published in 1829; it contains a large collection of vocabularies, phrases,
dialogues, tales, &c, and examples of every kind of composition, with a
short grammar in the Roman character only, and with the pronunciation,
both in the Mandarin and the Canton dialects. His Dictionary, though not
so extensive as Morrison's, or even that of Basile de Glemona, is valuable for
the variety of examples under each word, the accompaniment of the
running hand throughout, and the great number of vulgar forms of charac-
ters, much in use, but often omitted in other Dictionaries. Gonsalves also
published a Grammar for Chinese to learn Latin; a small Latin Chinese
Vocabulary; and the first volume of a larger Dictionary in Latin and
Chinese. The second volume, which was to contain the Chinese before the
Latin, has not reached us.
The ACCOUNTS of the past year have been duly audited, and show the
receipts to fall short of the expenditure in the sum of 207J., although every
item of outlay has been reduced to the smallest amount, and one Journal
only is published in the twelve months. It is, however, to be observed
that nearly 701. were expended in 1842, in Lithographic drawings, which
will appear in the Journal of the present year, to the account of which,
therefore, the amount may be fairly considered to appertain. A like excess
of expenditure above the ordinary income of the year would have been
observable during the last three or four years, but for certain unexpected
additions made to our resources, such as in one year the accumulated amount
of several years' sales of books in India—in another, a return of land-tax
overpaid for several years—in another, a balance transferred from the late
Committee of Commerce and Agriculture. These casual additions, with
the remains of the munificent donation of Sir Henry Worsley, have furnished
and maintained the surplus with which we commenced the past year,
£385 16s. 8d.; but that sum was reduced at the close of 1842 to £178 9s. 3d.
The pressure of the heavy charge for house-rent has so often been referred
to, that the Council will only observe on the present occasion that its amount
is within a few pounds equal to the excess of the annual expenditure above
the ordinary income—that such a burden must necessarily cramp all their
operations, and check those endeavours of extended usefulness, which it would
be alike the most important duty and the highest gratification of the Council
to suggest.
Before closing their observations under this division of their Report, the
Council have the great satisfaction of announcing a most liberal Donation of
One Hundred Pounds to the funds of this Society, transmitted by their late
Treasurer, J. Alexander, Esq., with the following letter:
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9, CarUon House Terrace,
DEAR SIR, 25th April, 1843.
I have the pleasure to enclose you an order upon
Fletcher, Alexander and Co., for £100, which I request that the Council
will be so obliging as to appropriate in any way that may be deemed most
useful to the objects of the Royal Asiatic Society. Among the privations
which I have suffered from confinement it has not been the least that I have
not been able to attend its meetings, and to mix with old friends in congenial
pursuits; but, owing my own fortune to India, and having ever cultivated a
good feeling with its inhabitants, I shall always take a deep interest in an
Institution which brings us more and more in connection with that great
empire, and which makes us better acquainted with the wants, the habits
and the dispositions of each other. I have long anticipated that the period
may arrive when India will render us independent of all other nations for the
great productions required either for our consumption or our manufactures.
And as steam by the facilities which it affords will gradually and progressively
tempt intelligent native gentlemen, and enterprising capitalists, to visit this
country, whose own operations may be of importance in conducing to this
object, it appears to me that this consideration should redouble the efforts of
the Royal Asiatic Society, and I only regret that our means are not more
adequate, through the medium of the press, to diffuse the knowledge of the
natural resources and capabilities of our Indian possessions, which are now
beginning to attract an attention more commensurate to their probable bene-
ficial consequences. In the hope that these resources will one day establish
our independence of foreign supplies, and that the Royal Asiatic Society will
be not only instrumental in assisting the development of them, but in pro-
moting the personal friendly intercourse with the natives,
I remain, dear Sir,
Yours, very faithfully,
Richard Clark, Esq. J. ALEXANDER.
Secretary to the Royal Asiatic Society.
The fourteenth number of the JOURNAL will be shortly issued: so much
of it as is printed is laid on the Table. The attention of the Council has
been drawn to the existence of much information of very great value and
general interest, which, having been published in periodical works that
circulate only in India, is lost to the European reader; and it has appeared
to them to be desirable occasionally to give more ready access to such
papers, through the pages of their Journal. In conformity with this view,
the forthcoming number will present a Translation from the Persian of the
Journey of Mir Izzet Ullah, a native in the employ of the lamented Moor-
croft, who, in the year 1812, succeeded in reaching Yarkand. The Trans-
lation was made by the Director of the Society, and appeared in successive
numbers of the Calcutta Quarterly Review; and was thought to possess
an interest which will fully justify its reprint in England, having under-
gone a careful revision by the Translator.
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The LIBRARY of the Society has continued to be enlarged by the pre-
sentation of a great variety of works by the authors or publishers, and by
other friends, as well as by the Transactions of learned Societies in England,
and on the Continent. The Society will acknowledge with particular
gratitude a valuable copy of the Granth, or sacred book of the Sikhs,
presented by Sir C. M. Wade, C.B., and which had been given to him by
Jowahir Sing, a descendant of one of the Ten Priests of the Sikhs.
Several curious and interesting objects have likewise been added to the
Museum; but the collections which it possesses, though of considerable
extent and value, cannot be exhibited to advantage in the ill-suited apart-
ments of the Society's present house.
The Catalogue, which has occupied more time and labour to prepare
than was anticipated when it was first commenced, is now far advanced
towards completion. There will be added to it a list of some books most
wanted either for general reference, or to complete imperfect series. And
it is hoped, that as the limited state of the Society's finances do not enable
them to purchase the requisite works, such members as may possess dupli-
cate copies of such books, or of any others which treat of subjects connected
with the pursuits for which this Society is embodied, will kindly contribute
them to its Library.
The Council have much gratification in laying before the Meeting some
details relative to the operations of the ORIENTAL TRANSLATION COMMITTEE,
which they have received from the Secretary of that learned body; and
which prove that, notwithstanding the very limited number of subscribing
patrons now left upon its List, the Committee have been enabled to put
forth new claims on the gratitude of the admirers of Oriental literature by
the publication of several works since the last Annual Meeting of the
Society. They are thus enumerated:—
1. Translation of the Sanhita of the Soma Veda, by the Rev. J .
Stevenson, D.D. Octavo, 283 pages.
This curious and interesting addition to our knowledge of Ancient
Hinduism was carried through the press, in England, by Professor Wilson,
who kindly undertook the task, the translator being then in Bombay.
The portion of the Sama Veda comprised in the work, is that called
"Sanhita,"—meaning a collection of verses, directed to be sung at the
ancient Brahmanical sacrifices; and is distinct from the doctrinal and meta-
physical portions of the Veda. In his preface, the translator gives some
interesting particulars relative to the Vedaic rites and ceremonies. The
hymns consist principally of invocations to Agni, the god of fire, and of
praises to the various deities who are supposed to honour the ceremony of
the somayaga, or moon-plant sacrifice, with their presence: many of these
deities are unknown in modern Hindu Polytheism. Dr. Stevenson is of
opinion that the Sama Veda was composed between ten and twelve hundred
years before the Christian em. In concluding his preface, he justly remarks
that, " It is not till all the mysterious records of Hinduism have been
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brought to light, that we shall be able to take a comprehensive view of the
Brahmanical system as a whole, and correct the mistakes which in a greater
or less degree always attend limited information."
2. Specimens of the Popular Poetry of Persia, as found in the Adven-
tures and Improvisations of Kurroglou, the Bandit Minstrel of Northern
Persia, and in the Songs of the People inhabiting the shores of the Caspian
Sea. Orally collected and translated by Alexander Chodzko. 600 pages,
octavo.
Mr. Chodzko resided eleven years in the countries where the tales and
songs comprised in his work are current; and was thereby enabled to catch
the true spirit of the poetry of the people, and to infuse it into his transla-
tions. Kurroglou is no imaginary hero, but a celebrated highwayman
poet, whose name was a bye word of terror to travellers on the great com-
mercial routes, between Persia and Turkey, in the latter half of the seven-
teenth century ; and the ruins of his castle, called Chamly-bill, are still to
be seen in a delightful valley, in one of the districts of Azerbaijan. His
character and adventures cannot fail to remind the English reader of the
Robin Hood of his own country.
About two hundred pages of the work are occupied with specimens of
popular songs of the Astrakan Tartars, Kalmuks, Ghilanis, Persians, &c,
full of simple, wild, and forcible imagery. To some of these the original
texts are added, with critical notes by the translator, and the music of the
airs to which they are sung. In the songs of the people of Ghilan and
Mazanderan, Mr. Chodzko found many traces of the Zend language,—a
curious fact for the further investigation of antiquarian philologists.
S. Ibn Khallikan's Biographical Dictionary; translated from the Arabic,
by Baron Mac Guckin de Slane. Vol. I. 688 pages, quarto.
This great work, which was composed in the thirteenth century of our
era, enjoys the highest reputation in Mahommedan literature; and the
Orientalists of Europe have long been sensible of its merits and utility.
An edition of the text of Ibn Khallikan is in the course of publication by
Baron de Slane.
4. The History of Hyder Naik, otherwise styled Shums ul Moolk,
Ameer ud Dowla, Nawaub Hyder Ali Khan, Bahadoor, Hyder Jung;
Nawaub of the Karnatic Balaghaut. Translated from an original Persian
Manuscript in the Library of Her Most Gracious Majesty, by Colonel
William Miles. 513 pages in octavo.
This narrative of the eventful life of Hyder Ali, coming from the pen of a
native historian, is a most valuable addition to our historic records. Colonel
Miles's extensive Oriental acquirements are evident in the ability with which
he has executed his translation; and his work has been most favourably
noticed by reviewers.
The following Works are on the eve of publication by the Committee:—
1. Histoire des Sultans Mamlouks de l'Egypte, e'crite en Arabe parTak-
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eddin-Ahmed Makrizi; traduit en Francais par M. Quatremere. Tome ii.
premiere partie.
2. The Dabistan; translated from the Persian by Capt. A. Troyer. In
three vols. 8vo., with a Preliminary Dissertation by the Translator.
3. Haji Khalfa's Biographical Dictionary: edited and translated by
Professor Fliigel.
4. The second volume of Baron de Slane's translation of Ibn Khallikan.
The Committee have the satisfaction to include in the list of works
preparing for publication, a Biographical work by their eminent and Right
Hon. Chairman, Sir Gore Ouseley. This work comprises the Lives of the
most eminent Persian poets, compiled from various rare and authentic
Taskharas, or collections of original memoirs. It will contain much infor-
mation of a new and interesting character, derived from sources which few
except the Right Honourable author could command.
The acknowledged difficulties of the Arabic work, entitled " Kitab-al-
Yamini," now in the course of translation by the Secretary of the Committee,
have retarded its completion, which will not, however, be long delayed.
The work consists of detailed memoirs of Sabaktagin, first Sultan of Ghuzni,
and of the greater portion of the life of the celebrated Mahmud, his
son, and second Sultan of that family. It was written by one of the family
of Utbi, who were eminent courtiers and officers of the dynasty of Samanies,
and afterwards attached to the Ghaznavide Sultans. There is much elegance
and spirit in the composition; and it well pourtrays that brave and restless
character which has ever distinguished the Amirs or Chieftains of Khorasan,
and the countries near the Indus. It must have been a popular work, for
it was translated into Persian at the command of one of the Atabeg Princes,
by a native of Persian Irak, about 200 years after the death of Mahmud.
The SOCIETY for the publication of ORIENTAL TEXTS, the institution of
which was announced at a previous Meeting, has, since our last Anniversary,
prosecuted its object with a degree of activity fully proportioned to its
resources; and has now secured for the use of Oriental students, several
valuable works. The following have been published in the course of the
last twelve months.
Arabic.—Kitab al Milal wa al Nahul: a treatise on various religious and
philosophical sects ; by Mohammed al Sharastani. Edited by the Rev. W.
Cureton. Part I . The second and concluding part is in the press.
Kitab Tahzib Alasma : a Biographical Dictionary of illustrious men, by
Abu Zakariya Yahya al Nawawi. Edited by Dr. Wustenfeld, of Gottingen.
The two first parts are printed.
Syriac.—The Theophania of Eusebius: the Syriac version of a very
valuable exposition of Christianity, long supposed to be lost; and printed
from a rare and ancient MS. This has been edited by Dr. Lee.
Sanskrit.—The Sanhita of the Sama Ve'da ; a collection of hymns be-
longing to the third of the Vedas of the Hindus; printed from a MS. collated
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by the Rev. Dr. Stevenson, late of Bombay. He is also the author of a
translation of the same, which has been published by the Oriental Transla-
tion Committee. The original has been carried through the press by Pro-
fessor Wilson; and has had the benefit of a final revision by Dr. Stevenson,
who has recently returned to this country.
The works which have been published by the Oriental Text Society
are all of the highest value to the literary and religious history of Asia.
Others of a similar standard description are announced; and it is to be
hoped that, with adequate support, the Society will place within the reach
of Oriental students an extensive series of the most important writings of
the East.
It is satisfactory to add, that the operations of the Society will greatly
increase the facilities for the prosecution of Oriental studies, as the books are
printed in an economical as well as a correct and agreeable manner; differing
in this essential result, from the analogous undertaking in France, which
has produced the splendid volumes of the " Collection Orientale." The
munificent patronage of the French Government, whilst it enables the works
to be printed in a truly royal style of execution, has the disadvantage of
causing the issue of publications too costly to be purchaseable by the
generality of students and scholars.
AUDITORS' REPORT.
GBNTIEMEN, London, 5th May, 1843.
We have the honour to report that, in conformity with our
appointment, we have audited the Accounts of the Society, furnished by
the Treasurer, for the year ending 31st December, 1842, and that after
carefully examining the books, and comparing the receipts and disburse-
ments with the respective vouchers, we have found them correct. The
balance in the hands of the Treasurer is 178/. 9*. 3d., and the assets of the
Society consist of a sum of 1942;. 17*. Id. in 3 per cent. Consols, exclusive
of the value of the Library, Museum. Furniture, &c, which is estimated
at 3500?.
We have thought it right to confine ourselves strictly to the duty of
Auditors, without offering any observations on the state of the finances,
which we consider will be brought to notice with far greater weight by the
President and Council of the Society.
We have the honour to be, Gentlemen,
Your obedient and humble Servants,
J . OLTPHANT.
J . CAULPBILD.
J. SULLIVAN.
To the President and Council of the
Royal Asiatic Society,
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DAVID POLLOCK, Esq., said, that after the gratification which the
Meeting must have experienced in hearing the elaborate and interesting
Report presented by the Council, it might have been expected that a vote
of thanks to the gentlemen comprising that body should immediately
follow; but other arrangements having been made for the discharge of that
duty, he would satisfy himself by expressing his own gratification at what
he had heard; and concluded by moving,—"That the Report of the
Council, and that of the Auditors, which have now been read, be received
and printed."
CHARLES ELLIOTT, Esq., seconded the motion, which was unanimously
carried.
The Right Hon. CHAIRMAN then rose, and paid a feeling tribute to the
character of the late President, whose talents and official rank had com-
mended him to their choice at so recent a period as their last Anniversary
Meeting, and who had expressed the high value which he set on the means
of information which this Society placed within his reach.—The Right
Hon. Chairman then intimated to the Meeting that it would be their duty
to proceed to the election of a President.
SIR GEORGE STAUNTON said, that the duty of moving the election of a
new President had been committed to him by the Council. The im-
portance of the motion made him regret that it had not been committed to
abler hands, for it was unquestionably a matter of vital importance to the
future interests of the Society that the President who might be now
chosen should be an individual who was able, as well as willing, to employ
the influence of his public character and station in promoting the objects
for which it was instituted. He was happy, however, that the individual
whom he was authorized to propose to the Society on this occasion was so
generally known to them as a public man, and his public character and
worth so generally appreciated, that he was not likely to sustain much
disadvantage from the inability to do justice to his merits, of his proposer.
He felt it his duty, in the first instance, to say a few words respecting
their late lamented President, whose very short tenure of the office had
given him so little opportunity of evincing the interest which he had
always felt and expressed for the Society's welfare. It ought to be
generally known, in justice to his Lordship, that it having been privately
suggested to him by a member of the Society, that the annual gift of a
gold medal on the part of Her Majesty to the writer of the best com-
munication, as awarded in the Royal and Geographical Societies, might
materially tend to promote its objects, he immediately submitted and
supported a proposition to this effect to Sir Robert Peel; and although
Sir Robert Peel said he regretted to feel himself obliged to stand between
the Queen and any such application at present, on account of the recent
very heavy demands upon the privy purse, he begged it might not be con-
sidered as refused, but simply left open for consideration at a more favor-
able opportunity.
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Upon the late lamented decease of Lord Fitzgerald, the Council had
submitted to them the names of many highly-gifted and eminent indi-
viduals, and felt it their duty to select amongst them for recommendation
to the Society for election to the vacant office, the individual whose public
character and past services appeared upon the whole to connect him most
naturally with the interests and objects of the Society, and to afford a
kind of guarantee of the disposition he would feel to promote those objects
and interests, if elected to the Chair. These qualities appeared to them to
be eminently united in the person of the Earl of Auckland, the late
Governor-General. Whatever differences of opinion might exist respecting
the political measures of his government, all parties appeared to concur in
applauding the wisdom of the internal administration of the great provinces
committed to his care; and his Lordship always most readily gave the
sanction of his countenance and authority, whenever needed, for the pro-
motion throughout India of the literary and scientific inquiries of the
Society.
On these grounds, the Council requested Sir Gore Ouseley to ascertain
confidentially the feeling of Lord Auckland on the subject; and they
have learned with great pleasure from Sir Gore this morning that his
Lordship had received the proposal to place his name in nomination for
the office of President of the Society with great satisfaction, and assured
the Council that, on the event of his election, he would feel grateful and
proud to undertake the duties which it imposed upon him. Sir George
begged accordingly to move, " That the Right Hon. the Earl of Auckland be
elected President of the Society."
The Bight Hon. HOLT MACKENZIE had great pleasure in seconding the
motion, and the more, because in doing so, it was scarcely necessary for
him to add anything to the statement of their Vice-President. In the
observations made by Sir George Staunton, as to the importance of the
office and the influence which their choice must have on the prosperity of
the Society, he entirely concurred; and he thought it a very fortunate
thing that they were able to secure the services of one so well qualified,
and so much disposed to promote the objects of their labours, as the
nobleman who had been proposed to them. Like their Vice-President, he
spoke of Lord Auckland without having the honour of a personal acquaint-
ance with him; but he felt warranted in assuring them that, whilst holding
the office of Governor-General, that nobleman had shown a lively interest
in everything that interested this Society, and had evinced the readiest
disposition to forward their views : more especially his Lordship warmly
entered into the plans and objects which it had been the main object of
their Agricultural and Commercial Committee to develop and promote,—
plans and objects of which he might possibly form a somewhat partial
estimate, but which he believed they all felt to be, if successfully prose-
cuted, likely to prove highly beneficial both to India and to England.
That the labours of that Committee had not been more successful, was
chiefly to be attributed to a cause which now seemed to threaten the very
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existence of their Society. He meant the want of funds. His Lordship's
experience as Governor-General would enable him readily to comprehend
and authoritatively to advocate their claims to public support; and
although they might admit the strength of the ground on which Sir
Robert Peel was stated to have stood between the Society and the Privy
Purse of their Royal Patron, yet he trusted that when the services which
the Society had rendered, and was prepared to render, in giving more
extended and more accurate knowledge of our Indian Possessions, in main-
taining and increasing the interest and respect with which our fellow sub-
jects in that country were regarded, and in enlarging and facilitating those
interchanges by which the relation of the two countries could best be made
advantageous to both,—when, he said, those things were duly considered
and pressed with the knowledge and authority that would belong to Lord
Auckland, he trusted that, failing the Privy Purse of their Patron, other
sources would not be wanting, whence to supply the means of giving life
and vigour to the Society. He felt that if they did not utterly fail in
fulfilling the purposes of their Institution, they could establish upon the
Government of India, and upon the people from whom its revenue was
derived, a claim to support, exceeding a hundred fold the utmost amount
of pecuniary aid they had ever ventured to contemplate. He was
reluctant to dwell on this subject, but the Report of the Council on the
Financial Condition of the Society urged him to do so. Without, how-
ever, any reference to such objects, he ventured to anticipate great advan-
tages to the Society, from its having as its President the late Governor-
General,—one who intimately felt and knew the value of its pursuits, and
who was equally qualified and disposed to support, encourage, and stimulate
their labours. It seemed to him that there was something peculiarly ap-
propriate and graceful in his Lordship's thus crowning his Indian career.
He retired, indeed, from the cares (it may be, the animosities) of public
station. But he combined with the studies of private life the guidance and
the patronage of literary and scientific labours intimately connected with
the country which he had recently governed, and eminently promotive of
its good. And it was not surely too sanguine to augur from a connection
arising under such circumstances alike happiness and honour to the noble
Lord, and advantage and satisfaction to the Society.
The question was then put from the Chair, " That the Right Hon. the
Earl of Auckland be elected as President of the Society," and carried by
acclamation.
J . M. MACLEOD, Esq., moved a vote of thanks to the Director and
Council of the Society.
The vote was seconded by Dr. ROGERS, and carried unanimously.
CHARLES ELLIOTT, Esq., moved the thanks of the Society to the Vice-
Presidents, which was carried unanimously.
N. BLAND, Esq., moved, and Dr. ROGERS seconded, a vote of thanks to
the Honorary Secretary.
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The motion was carried unanimously, and RICHARD CLARKE, Esq.,
returned thanks.
J . GOLDIE, Esq., moved, and R. HUNTER, Esq., seconded, a vote of
thanks to the Treasurer and Librarian.
CHARLES ELLIOTT, ESQ., moved, "That the thanks of the Society are
due to James Alexander, Esq., the late Treasurer, for his liberal donation
of 1001. to its funds."
Seconded by Dr. ROGERS, and carried unanimously.
Scrutineers having been appointed, the Meeting proceeded to ballot for
the Officers of the Society and the new Members of the Council.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Auckland was elected President; all the
other Officers were re-elected; and the following new Members of the
Council were elected in place of those going out by rotation :—
James Ewing, Esq.
The Most Hon. the Marquis of Lansdowne.
Sir G. G. de H. Larpent, Bart.
Major-General Sir J . Law Lushington.
Major James Oliphant.
Dr. J. Phillimore.
John Sullivan, Esq.
Major Sir Henry Willock.
